April 8, 2021

By email: henry.atencio@mtctrains.com

Mr. Henry Atencio, Warden
Management & Training Corporation
Idaho CAPP Facility
15505 South Pleasant Valley Road
Kuna, Idaho 83634

Subject: Management & Training Corporation – Idaho CAPP Facility
Reuse Permit No. M-222-03 Modification 1

Dear Mr. Atencio:

On March 18, 2021, the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) received a request from Management & Training Corporation – Idaho CAPP Facility, to modify Reuse Permit M-222-03 by allowing crop moisture and nutrient content to be reported by using standard table values specified in the Quality Assurance Project Plan. DEQ is issuing a permit modification to Reuse Permit M-222-03. This modification, referred to as Modification 1, modifies crop harvest and plant tissue monitoring parameters.

This modification is a minor permit modification in accordance with Section 700.02.c of “Recycled Water Rules” (IDAPA 58.01.17) which allows “A change in monitoring or reporting frequency requirements, or revision of a laboratory method.” A draft permit modification for public review is not required in accordance with Section 700.02.

This permit modification is incorporated into, and constitutes a part of, Reuse Permit M-222-03. The Permit is incomplete and unlawful without this modification attached.
If you have any questions, concerns, or additional requests, please contact Valerie Greear at (208) 373-0459, or via e mail at valerie.greear@deq.idaho.gov.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Aaron Scheff
Regional Administrator
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2021AGH372

Attachment(s): Modification 1 to Reuse Permit M-222-03

e: Keith Miller, Maintenance Supervisor (with enclosure)
   Michael Williams-Black, Operator (with enclosure)
   Dani Terhaar, DEQ Boise Regional Office
   Mary Anne Nelson, PE, DEQ State Office
   Valerie Greear, PE, DEQ Boise Regional Office
   Tressa Nicholas, DEQ State Office
   Jeremiah ‘JJ’ Fenton, PE, DEQ State Office